All paper is made of connected fibers, usually from processed trees but it can also be made from a variety of other materials like recycled paper or cotton clothing. The papermaking process:
• Remove the bark • Cut the tree into small wood chips • Mix the wood chips (or recycled paper/cotton) with water]
• Heat to form a paste;
• Add calcium carbonate to give the paper more strength and a brighter white color;
• Flatten the paste, squeezing out the water;
• Dry and cut the paper to size.
Calcium carbonate (CaCO3): is an odorless, tasteless mineral. It is also called limestone and has many uses, most commonly as chalk, and as an antacid or calcium supplement.
How are stamps made?
Did you know that the U.S. Postal Service issues limited edition stamps to commemorate people, places, and things on a wide variety of topics, ranging from Star Trek or Elvis Presley to the Civil War? Stamps are made up of four layers: 1) ink for the image; 2) a layer of phosphor coating; 3) paper; and 4) glue. The layer of phosphor glows under special lights, helping the mail sorting machine find the stamp to automatically cancel it. 
Making and Exploring Further
Make activities encourage problem solving through trial and error, allowing for individual creativity and experimentation. Youth will ignite their curiosity and expand their critical thinking skills as they move from the planned and guided activity to an open exploration of different materials and methods. ⇒ Encourage youth to design a stamp that conveys a message.
⇒ Encourage youth to create a personalized note card.
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